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About this pack 

Since the launch of the Cash Flow Coaching Kit (paper version) in 2018 and the digital Cash 

Flow Coaching Kit in late 2020, the ATO has worked with a range of stakeholders and 

industry bodies to increase awareness and adoption of the kit with trusted advisers as a 

valuable tool to help small businesses. 

This pack provides a range of resources to assist you in communicating the benefits of the 

Cash Flow Coaching Kit. It is broken into 2 sections. 

• Section 1 - Introductory information 

Provides overarching information on the Cash Flow Coaching Kit (digital, desktop app and 

paper versions) and highlights the benefits for trusted advisers and small businesses.  

• Section 2 – Communication resources   

Provides promotional and communication resources such as articles and social media 

content you can copy and paste or adapt to meet your channel requirements. 

If you have any questions about this pack, please get in touch with Cash Flow Coaching Kit 

cashflowcoachingkit@ato.gov.au.  

As many small businesses continue to manage the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and 

recover from natural disasters, supporting small businesses’ financial capability is a priority. 

Cash flow is the lifeblood of all small businesses. Improved financial and cash flow capability 

can empower small businesses to make decisions and take action to achieve their goals, 

meet their financial commitments and remain viable. The Cash Flow Coaching Kit is a 

resource specifically designed for trusted advisers to help their small business clients build 

their cash flow capability and resilience.  

To learn about the Cash Flow Coaching Kit, you can watch this short video Introduction to 

the Cash Flow Coaching Kit or find out more on www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit.  

  

Section 1 - Introductory information 

mailto:CashFlowCoachingKit@ato.gov.au
https://tv.ato.gov.au/ato-tv/media?v=bi9or7odb1p7tg
https://tv.ato.gov.au/ato-tv/media?v=bi9or7odb1p7tg
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
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Questions and answers 

Question  Answer 

What is the Cash 

Flow Coaching Kit? 

– The Cash Flow Coaching kit is a free coaching resource for 

trusted advisers to help their small business clients better 

understand the actions they can take to manage their cash 

flow more effectively. It is available in paper and digital form. 

– The kit comprises four easy steps to guide advisers through 

cash flow coaching conversations with their clients. These 

steps are supported by five easy-to-use tools such as the 

“Health Check” to quickly identify how a business owner feels 

about their current cash flow situation. 

How was the Cash 

Flow Coaching Kit 

developed? 

– The Australian Taxation Office (ATO) funded the 

development of the Cash Flow Coaching Kit. The kit was 

developed in consultation with tax professional associations, 

tax practitioners, small business, industry associations, and 

their members to help small businesses understand how to 

effectively manage their cash flow.  

Why was the Cash 

Flow Coaching Kit 

developed? 

– There’s a lot to do when starting or running a business and if 

the financial foundation isn’t right, a business may never get 

ahead.  

– The Cash Flow Coaching Kit was developed to help small 

businesses meet their financial commitments (including tax 

and super) and give them the best chance of success. 

– Businesses who manage their cash flow effectively are more 

likely to succeed. The ATO’s small business random enquiry 

program shows small business who use both cash flow and 

accounting software, along with tax professional advice, are 

more likely to pay tax on time. 

Can associations and 

advisers add their 

own branding to the 

kit? 

– Yes. The Cash Flow Coaching Kit is not branded and freely 

accessible on a .com.au domain so advisers can embed it 

into their practice in any way that fits their business model. 

– The digital Cash Flow Coaching Kit is accessible in open 

code for anyone to use, innovate and develop new iterations. 

The open source code is available using this link to GitHub 

Back to top 

https://github.com/cash-flow-coaching-kit/cash-flow-coaching-kit
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Short articles and public relations 
Purpose: these articles can be adapted for your own newsletters or websites. 

Sample Copy 

#1 Keep your clients in business 

Cash flow issues are a leading cause of small businesses failing. The digital 

Cash Flow Coaching Kit is a free step-by-step resource for small business 

clients to build their cash flow strategies to keep them in business. For more 

information visit ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

#2 Help your clients develop good business habits 

Good cash flow management keeps small businesses on track and helps them 

grow in good times and bad. Help your small business clients develop the best 

cash flow management habits using the digital Cash Flow Coaching Kit. For 

more information visit ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

#3 Help keep your business clients through the toughest times 

Australian small businesses have never been under greater cash flow pressure. 

The digital Cash Flow Coaching Kit is a free step-by-step resource that supports 

you to help your clients develop effective cash flow strategies to stay viable. 

The kit is an added service you can offer your clients, combining your expertise 

with an easy-to-use set of tools and resources you can brand yourself. For the 

latest news and resources, and to access the kit visit 

ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

#4 Tax time is the right time to talk cash flow with your clients 

At tax time, you take a long hard look at your clients’ businesses and too often 

you see cash flow problems. The Cash Flow Coaching Kit helps you to become 

your clients’ cash flow champion. It’s a simple and free, step-by step digital 

solution you can brand and integrate into your own tax practice. For more 

information and the latest resources, visit ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

 

Section 2 - Communication resources 

http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
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Sample Copy 

#5 BAS time is the right time to talk cash flow with your clients 

How often have you seen  your small business clients struggling to lodge and 

pay their business activity statements on time? With the Cash Flow Coaching 

Kit, you can work with your clients to create cash flow strategies to keep their 

businesses successful and sustainable all year round. It’s a simple and free, 

step-by step digital solution you can brand and integrate into your own practice. 

Make the next BAS lodgment the trigger to get your clients’ cash flow and 

businesses back on track. Visit ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

#6 Book now for the free Cash Flow Coaching Kit webinar 

Tax professionals, business advisers and financial counsellors like you are 

already using the Cash Flow Coaching Kit to help their clients manage their 

cash flow more effectively. If you want to know how to make the Cash Flow 

Coaching Kit work as part of your advisory service for your clients, sign up for 

one of our comprehensive webinars and we will show you how. To book, visit   

1-hour introductory webinar. 

Back to top 

Social media messaging  
Purpose: these social media messages can be adapted for your social media platforms. 

Facebook: 

Sample Copy Channel 

#1 General 

Too many Aussie small businesses fail because of cash flow issues. 

Let the Cash Flow Coaching Kit make you the cash flow solution 

your clients are seeking. A simple and free, step-by-step digital 

resource you can use to help your small business clients create 

sustainable cash flow practices to improve their cash flow. 

Be the cash flow champion for your clients. Visit 

ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit.  

Facebook 

http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
https://ato.webex.com/ato/onstage/g.php?PRID=64592093c9a37da8c79ae0ed751d2aed
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
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Sample Copy Channel 

#2 Tax Time 

Tax time shines a light on the challenges facing your small business 

clients. The Cash Flow Coaching Kit helps you to become your 

clients’ cash flow champion. It’s a simple step-by step digital 

solution you can brand and integrate into your own tax practice.  

Visit ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

Facebook 

#3 Tax Time 

There’s no better time than tax time to have a serious conversation 

with your clients about cash flow. Use the Cash Flow Coaching Kit 

to transform that conversation into an effective cash flow strategy 

for the new financial year. Visit ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

Facebook 

#4 BAS Time 

How often have you seen your small business clients struggling to 

lodge and pay their business activity statements on time?. The 

Cash Flow Coaching Kit is a key resource for you to help your 

clients get back on track. This simple step-by-step digital solution 

can be easily branded and integrated into your own practice. 

Make BAS the trigger to help your clients get their cash flow 

management back on track. Visit ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

 

Facebook 

#5 COVID and Natural Disasters 

You’ve experienced first-hand the toll COVID, bushfires and floods 

have taken on your small business clients. The pressure of 

managing cash flow day-to-day is hard, leaving businesses at real 

risk of closing their doors. The Cash Flow Coaching Kit supports 

you to help your small business clients resolve their cash flow 

challenges.  It’s a simple, step-by-step digital solution you can brand 

and integrate into your own practice.  

The Cash Flow Coaching Kit delivers effective cash flow strategies 

in the best of times – and is there to guide business in the tough 

times. Visit ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

 

Facebook 

http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
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Sample Copy Channel 

#6 Webinar Offer 

Trusted advisers like you are already using the Cash Flow Coaching 

Kit to help their clients manage their cash flow more effectively. If 

you want to know how to make the Cash Flow Coaching Kit work as 

part of your advisory service for your clients, sign up for one of our 

comprehensive webinars and we will show you how. To book, visit 

1-hour introductory webinar. 

Facebook 

LinkedIn: 

Sample Copy Channel 

#1 General 

Too many Aussie small businesses that fail are derailed by cash 

flow issues. Use the simple, step-by-step Cash Flow Coaching Kit 

to keep your clients on track. Visit ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit.  

LinkedIn 

#2 General 

Build your small business clients’ sustainability and profitability with 

the simple, step-by-step Cash Flow Coaching Kit. Visit 

ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit.  

LinkedIn 

#3 General 

The Cash Flow Coaching Kit is an additional resource you can 

brand and integrate with your own software to help your clients 

manage cash flow and grow. Become your clients’ cash flow 

champion today. Visit ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

 

 

  

LinkedIn 

https://ato.webex.com/ato/onstage/g.php?PRID=64592093c9a37da8c79ae0ed751d2aed
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
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Sample Copy Channel 

#4 General 

Want to use the Cash Flow Coaching Kit to help your clients’ 

businesses grow? This comprehensive webinar shows you how      

1-hour introductory webinar. 

LinkedIn 

#5 Tax Time 

Tax Time shines a light on small business cash flow issues. If you 

need to talk to your clients about cash flow, use the Cash Flow 

Coaching Kit to transform those conversations into effective cash 

flow strategies for the new financial year. Visit 

ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

LinkedIn 

#6 BAS Time 

When your clients are struggling to pay BAS it’s time to talk to them 

about cash flow. Use the Cash Flow Coaching Kit to transform 

those conversations into effective strategies for the next quarter 

and beyond. Visit ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

LinkedIn 

#7 COVID and Natural Disasters 

COVID, bushfires and floods have made managing cash flow 

effectively almost impossible for small businesses. If you need to 

talk to worried clients about their cash flow, use the Cash Flow 

Coaching Kit to transform those conversations into effective cash 

flow strategies for a brighter future. Visit 

ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

LinkedIn 

 

  

https://ato.webex.com/ato/onstage/g.php?PRID=64592093c9a37da8c79ae0ed751d2aed
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
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Twitter: 

Sample Copy Channel 

#1-3 General 

Your small business clients in #cashflow trouble? Be their solution 

with #CashFlowCoachingKit ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

Too many small businesses fail because of #cashflow trouble. Help 

your clients survive with #CashFlowCoachingKit 

ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

#CashFlowCoachingKit: Your resource to build your clients’ cash 

flow capability and prevent #cashflow trouble 

ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

Twitter 

#4 Tax Time 

Tax time highlights which of your clients need #cashflow help. Be 

their solution with #CashFlowCoachingKit 

ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

 

Twitter 

#5 BAS Time 

Clients can’t pay BAS because of #cashflow trouble? Help them 

plan ahead with #CashFlowCoachingKit 

ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

Twitter 

#6 COVID and Natural Disasters 

COVID and natural disasters mean #cashflow trouble for small 

business. Be their solution with #CashFlowCoachingKit 

ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit. 

Twitter 

#7 Webinar Offer 

Learn everything about #CashFlowCoachingKit for your clients with 

these short webinars 1-hour introductory webinar. 

Twitter 

Back to top 

http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
https://ato.webex.com/ato/onstage/g.php?PRID=64592093c9a37da8c79ae0ed751d2aed
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Videos 

Purpose: these videos can be embedded in online communications or in your website 

information on the Cash Flow Coaching Kit. 

° Introduction to the Cash Flow Coaching Kit (2 minutes) 

° Introduction to Digital Cash Flow Coaching Kit (take a tour) (14.55 minutes) 

° Introduction to Cash Flow Coaching Kit and coaching guide (8.10 minutes) 

° Show Me How Case Study - Steve the café owner  (11.53 minutes) 

° Show Me How Case Study - Lachlan the builder (16.17 minutes) 

Helpful links  
– To access the digital Cash Flow Coaching Kit, visit www.cashflowcoachingkit.com.au  

– For more information visit www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit  

– To attend a live webinar or watch one of our recorded show me how webinars visit 

www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit  

– To order a paper kit visit ATO Publication Ordering Service 

 

Back to top 

 

 

https://tv.ato.gov.au/ato-tv/media?v=bi9or7odb1p7tg
https://tv.ato.gov.au/ato-tv/media?v=nixx79jdfqpkgx
https://tv.ato.gov.au/ato-tv/media?v=bd1bdiunaoh41z
https://tv.ato.gov.au/ato-tv/media?v=bd1bdiunaoh41x
https://tv.ato.gov.au/ato-tv/media?v=nixx79jdms144t
http://www.cashflowcoachingkit.com.au/
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
http://www.ato.gov.au/cashflowcoachingkit
https://iorder.com.au/publication/main.aspx

